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Stayin' Alive
The Brainiest
Elena Rosas and Chris Haley

Most Likely To Be a Soap Opera Star
Angelika Matthews and Tim Taylor

Most Egotistical
Brook Mayne and Chad Johnson

Class Clowns
Jamie Duncan and Miguel Villegas

They Belong on a Fashion Runway
Jessica Nelson and Mike Karas

Most School Oriented
Amanda Hageman and Anthony Minus

Cutest Smile
Celena Flores and Matt Hamiel

Most Spontaneous
Kao Lee and Steve Bobrowski

Will Host Their Own Talk Show
Melody Johnson and Ricardo Salinas
“Come Hither” Eyes
Lina Sath and Joe and Andy Smith

Best Personality
Jolene Danner and Dan Arreguin

Crash Test Dummies
Melina Escobar and Ray Tolefree

Shortest and Tallest
Sara Zamarripa and Jerry Holeman

Two Left Feet Award
Amanda Peterson and Mike Johnson

Hardcore Partiers
Desiree Chavez and Ian Peterschick

Put a Lock on Your Fridge
Shanda Mauricio and Bryan Stoffel

Most Changed Since They Came to Humboldt
Melinda Huerta and Mike Bougie

Will Be the Next Barry Sanders and Sherryl Swoops
Annette Nelson and Joe Ruiz
Senior Favorites

Movie: Scream
Actor: Will Smith
Actress: Demi Moore
Potato Chip Flavor: Nacho Cheese
Radio Station: 101.3 KDWB
Fast Food Restaurant: Taco Bell
School Event: Homecoming
Saying: Raise Up Off Us
Song: I'll Be Missing You
Male Singer: Puff Daddy
Female Singer: Mariah Carey

Commercial: Mentos
Deodorant: Secret
Shoe Brand: Nike
Model: Cindy Crawford
Teacher: Mr. Tweeton
Class: Chemistry C.P.
Talk Show: Jerry Springer
T.V. Show: The Simpsons
Book: Moby Dick
Worst Habit: Late to Class
Seniors
Indira Addington
Concert Band 9-10, Cross-Country 9-10, Cheerleading 10-12, Yearbook 11-12 (Editor-In-Chief) Track 10, 12, Soccer 12, Drama 9, 11-12, Choir 11-12, Math Team 12 Student Council 12. Thank you to my mom & dad for their love and support. Thanks to my friends. A special thanks to BJ, Cutie, JD, NL, AN, LL, AP, KE, JW, Mrs Atkinson, and all of the teachers who believed in me. To my family: We did it!

Daniel Arreguin Basketball 9-10, Football 10, 12, Track & Field 10, 12, Weightlifting 11-12, Student Council 12, SADD 11-12. Thanks to, My God, Christ Jesus, & the Holy Spirit; w/out them, I would not be, & to my family especially my Dad & Mom. I COME WITH THE THUNDER! To the Playaz: AM, CH, CJ, MK, JR-LIGHTING, BN, MH, IP, BS, SB, JS, AS, TL, & MV. Grave Diggaz '97. “It’s a Cake!” Escucha Me Arturo! To the ladies: LS, AH, AP, BM, DC, RM, KL & sis JD & cuz AN. “It’s all about tha Benjamin’s!” To the class of ‘98 & any one I forgot. YOU CAN’T STOP THE REIGN ‘98! Wu-Tang Clan


N. Baumgardner Mom, Dad, Bri, & Taryn thanks for your patience. All the concerts with Shawn, BB, CC, SM, JF, The Allmans and Bob Seager Started it off. Riley and Virginia Luv ya can’t forget quadrophenia. Thanks to all.

Stephen Bobrowski Soccer 9, Football 10-11, Hockey 9-12, Golf 9-12, Hawk 12, Student Council 10, Yearbook 10-11, Share & Care 10-12, NHS 11-12, Senior Executive Board 11, JROTC 9-12. I would like to thank my family & all the teachers for having patience these past four years. All my friends, you know who you are. I guess I’m off on the rough road of life.

Gina Marie Boldt Thanks to all my family and friends especially thanks to my mom and dad for being so supportive. Thanks to BB, love ya. 7-25-97.

Michael J. Bougie To my Homies, JR, AM, DH, CF, PL, SS, JJ. Chillin’ at Castilly park, to the homies on the West Side, keep throwing it up. My friends at school, you know who you are, keep it on the Real. To everyone who did not think I could make it, I didn’t need your help anyway!! Mom, Dad, Mark love you lots. R.I.P. Russell Martinez 5-5-50, 11-21-94, my little Brother Ricky, 77-83-4-5-85 can’t wait to see you. Peace Out ‘98.
Ow Anderson

Arreguin

Tami Aubert

Pamela Marie Bannin

Kevin Barrett

Nathan W. Baumgardner

Stephen R. Bobrowski

Gina Marie Boldt

Michael J. Bougie

Seniors
Senior Notes

Milagros Caban - Student Council 11, OJT 11-12. I'd like to Thank God, my mom & dad, Mary Jo, my family, my friends LL, AM, CF, KT, RD, KL, AM, KK, LG. To everyone I forgot, thanks, & my love Luis! Daniel Cardenas - Soccer 12 Thanks to God & my friends GM, EB, EF, LG, CF, JN, & my teachers MP, & especially MG. I would also like to thank my brothers MC, AC, & JC. Shawn Carlson - Spanish 9-10, Foods 9-12. To mom & dad, my sister Missy, & my guitar Sunnie Big thanks. Nate, BB, EC, The Stones, Who?! SM-say yeah, JF, BS, The Allmans & more! Rock & roll Summer of '97 was great. Well it's off to college & on to life. Remember SRV. Roberto Carreras - Band 9-11. I want to say to all my friends (you know who you are), & band members, that I hope they have a good life. To my best friends, LG, SG, TH, I hope you all have a good life, & to my girly Cathy A., the Ummm NaNa Te quiero Mucho. '98 Baby Boricua. Desiree Chavez - Swimming 9-12 Captain 10, Basketball 9-12, Track 9-12. Thanks to Jesus Christ. LC, BM, my stress reliever RM. My girls BM, & LD, DW, NH, & SH. The man's opinion MV, OR, JR. My preacher Tony, My cousin DR. JL, R.I.P. My man I love 2-5-96. MH, SF, JR, IP, CH, CJ, AM, DA, AS, JS, BS, MK. I could never forget whipin' MB & DW in Jr. High. To everyone I left out I love you all. Mom & dad, I love you most. Look Gram, I made it. Kelly Cochran - Basketball 9, Cross-country 9, Softball 9. Thanks to my family for all their support & a special thanks to my mom for getting me up every morning. AQ hey girl hang in there! ME well (1) don't forget about the hubcap, & (2) throw it on the ground it makes sparkles, ha ha !!! Sorry to anyone I have forgotten, & peace. For those who thought I couldn't make it. I Showed You!! I'M OUT OF HERE!!!! Nikisha Cornely - Being in Ms. Smith's Room with all my favorite people. Chillin' in Mr. Warren's office just gossiping. I'd like to say WSUP to my favorite people's BH, AC, TL, MY, & BA. I'd like to thank God for giving me strength to come to school every day, & my mom for being there for me, I love you. Lisa Croner - Thank you to my friends AK, CP, MG. Special thanks to Ms. L, Mrs Danner. Ginni Holland thank you for getting me into the band. It's the best thing that's ever happened to me. Jolene Danner - Golf 9-12, Tennis 11-12, Band 9-12, Drama 9-12, Jr. Exec. Board 11, Yearbook Assistant Editor 12, NHS Vice P. 12, Sr Exec Board 12. Thanks to mom & dad Love ya. Mybuddies IA, VS, LM, VA, VH, EA, AR, LL, SF, JM, BM, JD, KE, JW, NL, ET, ES, & JB. To my little sis' Brenda, you R next.
Mary DeRusha Choir 11, TNT 11-12. Well I finally did it. Thanks mom, grandma, grandpa, & the rest of my family. Thanks to my friends. This one goes out to my Aunt Diana R.I.P. ‘98 Baby.

Jamie Duncan Homecoming Queen, Sno-Daze Duchess, Volleyball 11-12, Student Council 10-12 SADD. My girls, Moo-Moo, Spamm, Brook-A-Book, AN what up cuz? AP style queen! “Little One,” AH, WW, JD, The boys, “My bro,” DV, Spileian, Twinkles, Jo-Jo, Joey-one track mind. BS your initials say it all! Mama Bird & Michael, P&J Thanks for the leftovers! Andy D. (kiwi) who loves ya baby? (5-30-97) CNP who would’ve thought we’d ever be such good friends after the earings & rats! “Can you open my locker for me?” Since 5th grade we’ve made a lot of beautiful bean footage! Mom, Dad, and Dan-D, thanks for all the times you suffered, so I could succeed! I love you!

Kelly Ellerbusch NHS 11-12 (President), Friendship Club 9-12, French Club 9-12, Senior Executive, Board 12. Thanks to all my friends for support & fun times! To Nikki & g-pa-miss u lots! Stacy- thanks 4 the support. Love u. To mom & dad-thanks 4 believing in me & helping me! Couldn’t have done it w/out u! Love u lots! I did it!!

Rollie Engler Hockey 9-11, Soccer 9-12, Softball 9-11, Football 9-11. What I will remember the most about Humboldt are my memories of my friends.

Melina Escobar Basketball 9, Track & Field 11-12, JROTC 9-12. All the thanx & love to my parents. I couldn’t have done it w/out your support. Special thanx to Denise & Drew for everything. 143. DS, RM, SM, CL, TB remember lunch w/ Power-Bar! JS, AS, KT, SS greetings polyester princess I luv u! Thank to NL for helping me through tough times. LL, ZL, PL, RC we had good times. Lots of love to grandpa 1-13-97 R.I.P. ‘98

Celena Flores Softball 9-12. First thanx to my friends, & the ones that have come & gone, haven’t forgotten ya. JN, LG amigos por vida. Cuzins LL, AM, AR, CL. To my sisters Sarah & Jesenya Love ya. Mi familia, Mom & Dad thanx for getting me through.

Annica Garcia Volleyball 9-10. I would like to thank my family, especially my parents for what they’ve given me. AG, AG, SF, JG, RM, MR, luv you guys. Tol I love you w/all my heart. Melinda at least I know who my true friend was. Everyone in Mr. Severson’s 5th hr. 10th grade...bzzt...that was a blast. The best is yet to come so, Raise up off us. c/o ’98.

Mary DeRusha

Rollie Engler

Christopher Flowers
Senior Notes

LizBelle Gerena
JROTC 11-12, Concert Band 10-12, Soccer 12, Cheerleading 12, Public Achievement 11-12.

Le quiero dar gracias a mi mami por apoyarme en todo lo que yo he hecho en mi vida. Ella siempre ha estado allí por mi. Te amo mucho. I want to thank all of my friends (you know who you are). Also to my best amiga y hermana, Cathy Aura.

Linda Gonzalez Softball 10, Senior Council 12. Thankx To all my family especially mom, dad, & D. I couldn’t have done it without you. To the rest of my fam, thanx. To my amigas por vida CJ & JN. Can you Smell it? Peace out Foo. I did it!

Amanda Hageman

Annette Ridin’ Dodd, Denim, Duck, Ect, Homecoming ‘97 NSB: QUIJA ‘97, JD, WW, JD, KL, D & T, CJ: 3, AR, AS.

Christopher Haley
Baseball 9-12, Basketball 9-12, Football 11-12, NHS 11-12, Student Council 12, Yearbook staff 12, SADD 11-12. It’s been a great 6 years. To everyone: CJ, TLL 1st grade, TDA, YM, CV, BS, IP, MV, MS, JR, AD, DH, SB, Toolman, MM, JD, AP, LS, DC, RM, KL, AH, MH - it’s been a blast. Gravediggaz ‘97, The Park, Taco Bell, D in da B, Stoffs’s, Chad’s, Football, Baseball, Basketball. To my fellows Gus Ballas-MK, AM, AM2. MB we are da S. DO- always in my heart. Mom, dad, Nick-thanks.

Mao Her
Badminton 9-10, Basketball 9, Tennis 11, NHS 11, Friendship Club. First of all, Ua Tsauq Vaajitsu! DC trip was so fun Mr. Kranz-thanks for the opportunity to go w/ you. I learned so much! Hangin’ out with under classmen, what torture! I’m out of here. See ya’ll whenever you catch up to me. Thaxn mom & dad!

Jennifer Herrera
Girls Soccer 9-12 (Captain 10-12), Basketball 10-12, Track 9-10, Softball 12, JROTC 9-12. CRITICAL (76 for life) Mitch, Kurt, Mel thanks for everything. SZ, S, PB, BN, GR, KS, LF, Joshua-Bear, JN, & all my soccer freaks. China Buffet ‘96 MS. Skim mocked me again! Mom & dad thanks Gramel, Buster and grandpa H, R.I.P. Last but not least keep your heads up.

Richard Holland
Band 9-12 (Sec. 11, VP 12), Choir 11-12 (Pres 11, VP 12), Golf 11-12, Wrestling 10-12, Football 11-12, NHS 12, Baseball 9, Senior Exec. Board 12, SP Page Prog. 11, Track 12, Math team 11-12. “No man is greater than another, just different in appearance.” R. Holland. Thanks to everyone who helped me through high school! Thanks to the people who didn’t SB, MV, VH, Big A, BN, KT MV NM.

David Horst
The parties, bonfires at the park (some of the best nights). Thanks to my mom & dad for your support. Shout out to all the Homies on the WS (keep throwing it up), to all the Homies from school (you know who you are): We finally did it.
Erlinda Gonzalez  
Amanda Marie Hageman  
Chris Haley  

Daniel Hanson  
Mao A. Her  
Jennifer M. Herrera  

Mariah Holden  
Richard L. Holland Jr.  
David Horst  

Seniors
Tomorrah Howard
Basketball 9, African American Club 10-11.
I would like to thank God, my mom, & my brother Tony for everything. I love ya'll.

Melody Johnson
Cheerleading 9-11, Softball 9-12, Student Council 10-11. To all my Homies SB, CL, RM, TT, TK, TM, TG, PD. BB Strut w/AP. Season '95 I got chills. Car ride w/my girl Shelley ("The Bridge!!") Much love to everyone that has helped in the yrs. anyone not mentioned, you are not forgotten. Couldn't do it w/out my family, love ya!!

Shevon Jones
English TA 9, Office TA 10-11. I would like to thank my mother who gave me support & Latara who kept me going on my feet. Thanks to teachers & most of all God.

Mike Karas
Football 9-12, Basketball 9-12, Track 9-12, Student Council 9-12, African-American Club 9-12, Share & Care 9-12, Yearbook 12. To everybody who represented this year & the years before. To the grave diggaz & soldiers on the team-AM #50, AM2 #49, DA (Thunder) #21 JR #85, AH General Seau, BS #77, CJ #64, CH (King) #89.

Lee Ann Kenney
Cheerleading 10-12, Drama 10-12. I appreciate all the wonderful memories that will probably last a life time. I'd like to give a special thanks to my mom and dad for guiding me to do the right thing. Also to my best friend NH. To all my other very special friends MB, JW, AM, SR, & RT. Thanks for staying by me.

Kao Lee
Volleyball 9,11-12, Asian-American Club 9-10,12, NHS 11(Secretary)-12, Student Council 11-12, Senior (VP) 12, Fresh Force 12, Sno Daze 9, Share & Care 9-12. Thanx 2 Mom & dad 4 all your love & support. To my sisters, bros, Donovyn, and sweetie PT (1-15-96)-I luv u all! Also thanx 2 The Thaos to my friends XY, RM, TL, MV-j/k, PB, A & JS, MH, good luck. LV thanx for the pig, SY & CV thanx 4 the laughs, Mao Nerd, never forget u, AH, JD & all you "Grave Diggaz '97 & everyone else I forgot it's been fun. AN don't know what I'd do w/out u!
Senior Notes

Crystal Lopez Track 9,12, Drama 12. First & foremost I thank God. My two wonderful sisters, Deanna & Violet. My cuz Vanessa & all my friends: RM, AL, DS, MP, MJ, LS, AM, AP, CA, KJ, ME, SE & George Moye, & to all the Big Booty Crew, & West Side Connection friends.

Tou Lee Lor Math Team 9, Tennis 9-12, Asian-American Club 9-12 (Pres. 11), Band 9-10, Friendship Club 10-12, NHS 11-12, Yearbook committee 12. Thanx to all my family, friends, & teachers who have taught me about life. You all will be forever remembered. X-tra special thanx to my mom for supporting me in everything, I luv u mom. To all you guys: MV, YM, CV, C, CH, LX, S Bouys and all you gals; XY, KL, NL, LV, MH, MT, M, Pride. Thanx.

Elizabeth Loun Soccer 9-10, Band 9-12, Badminton 11-12, French 9-11. VH rocks! Peas and Carrots! JD, MT, BD, JR, MJ, VH, DT, IA, TH, AR, TC, SB, NM, SM, LM, EA, VA, 4-11, JT, JB & NT, CG, JB, ER.

Curtis Love Basketball 9-12, Varsity Letter 11. Thanks to my #1 dad in the world for not giving up on me, and thanks to my family for their support. To Marisa Aries, I love you with all my heart. Shout out to my comrades AB, JH, RS, AM, MB, AM, SA. Brother love's DL, CL, DF, TL, BM. Those I forgot, much love stop hatin'.

Nicole Ly Band 9-10, JROTC 9-12, Fresh Force 11, Friendship Club 11-12, Yearbook 12. Lots of luck to all. SZ, NS, SQ, IA, JD, JJ, KY, KTY, TLL, YM, TT, LG, JD, SB & JW. Thanks for making my experiences at Humboldt great. I'll miss all of you. See you in 10 years. To the JROTC teachers- Hoo Hah! Also thanks to all my teachers. Most of all thanks to my family for your support.

Tasha Markfort

Check me out, I'm finally graduating. To my friends good luck. To the two that got me through everything, mom & dad- I love you. I'm out. Peace!

Maria Martinez I would like to say thank you to my parents and friends for all the help they have given to me. Special thanks to ET, MB, RR, AR, JP, OG, OCH, FB, VV, EG. Thanks to my teachers for the help they gave to me, Mr. Perez, Ms. French, Ms. Moran, Mr. Lozano, & Ms. Garcia.

Angelika Matthews Cheerleading 9,12, Drama 11-12, JROTC 10-11, Student Council 10, Valley Fair '97. JN you're going the wrong way. CF are you feeling any better? Party at Stinky's, don't spill on the carpet! To all my homies AP, LG, LD, CL, LK, RT thanks LS, b/i Super spy! MG can I get a ride home? AP (9-14-96) I'll always love you. To all my family. Mom & dad, you too Tuttie Lou! Thank you I love you. '98 baby.
Shanda Mauricio
Cross-Country (Capt) 9-12, Track & Field 9-12, JROTC 9-12, Drama 11-12, Cross-Country Skiing 11-12. I love everyone who plants trees. I send my love to all of my family.

Brook Mayne
Track 9,12, Basketball 9-12, Soccer 12, Student Council 11,12, Yearbook 12, Senior Exec. Board 11, Senior Exec. Board 12, Sno Daze Candidate 11, JROTC 9, Choir 9-12.


Love to those who are forgotten.

Alicia Menchaca
First I want to thank everyone who stood by me through the years. The two loves of my life Aliyo (4-12-95) & Fred, I love you guys. The homies, MC, CF, MH, RD, RS, CL, KT, Ms McQuillan and to everyone I missed. I made it!

Joey Mendoza

Anthony Minus
Student Council 10-12, Share & Care 9-12, Drama 12, Band 9-12, Choir 9-12, Football 9-12, Basketball 9-12, Tennis 10, Track 9,11,12. Thanks Lord for the strength to succeed. A loving thanks to my mother & father for helping me accomplish my 1st goal. Thanks to coaches & teachers who pushed me. Homecoming '97. Chief thanks.

Raquel Morales
Swimming 9-12 (Captain 10 & 12), Softball 12, Student Council 12, Yearbook 12, NHS 12, Senior Executive Board 12, SADD 12. Gracias a dios y mi familia I wouldn't be here w/out you. Gram, you're always in my heart, R.I.P. Des thanks for helping me out “Quit trying to be like me!” MV, KF, AR, MV, KL, Mr. S & anyone I missed. Annica and Mari, we made it!!

Je Moua
Band 9-12, Asian Club 9-12, Tennis 9-12, Share & Care 11-12, Math Team 10, Soccer 12, JROTC 12. I will always remember my class of '98. Here's my own quote: All I need to know, I learned from Humboldt’s class of '98.

Randi Mueske
CL, ME, DS, TBISM, & Shelley watch your step. LK, CH, BOB, MJ, MK, we are finally done. Mom, thanx so much I luv u. To my nephews, I luv u too. Sarah, Tonya, & Jesse thanx. Tricia you are next. To everyone I missed you are not forgotten. Oh and Crystal, keep rice out of your nose. Peace!!

Annette Nelson
Volleyball 9-12 (Capt. 11,12), Basketball 9-12 (Capt 10-12), Softball 9-12, Student Council 9-12 (Exec. Board 11-12). Lots of love to the fam: mom, dad, Phil & “Mimi”! Friends; Manda, Duck and Denim! “Moo-Moo,” JD: what up cuz! BM, Pamy, and Mandy! AS JR, JS, Staffel, MH, SB & DA- K.I.T! MF, JN, SS, and KL: Good luck! TD, Homecoming '97, and V-Ball night out!!

Jessica Nelson
If you really LOVE someone, you can let them go and if they don’t come back, it was never meant to be. If they do come back, LOVE them for the rest of your life. This is for the ones yet to be. There's so much more to be said and so little remembered.
Senior Notes

Brian Nutzmann
Football 9-12, Hockey 9-12, Baseball 9. JH, MS, TT, SJ, NP, RB, NB, JR, BM, BS, RH, AM, JW, AM, Thunder, RM, SZ, MV, DC, JD, CH, CJ. Hawks Homecoming '97. To my mom, da, & Kim, I love you. Class of '98.

Ian Peterschick
Football 9-12, Hockey 9-12, Baseball 9-12. First I want to thank my mom and dad for everything. I want to give a shout out to the fellas: AD, DV, MJ, BS, JR, JK, TO, RS, CH, CD, MK, NK, MT, Minus 2. The ladies: DC, BM, ES, GR, JD, RM, AN, my sis AP. Homecoming '97, Stoff's, the Garage, Kickin' at Park, Grave Diggaz, "Can't stop the reign."

Amanda Peterson
Cheerleading 9-10, Basketball 10-12, Volleyball 11, Drama 9-11-12, Student Council 9-12, Math Team 10, Yearbook 9-12 (Assist. Editor 12). To my buds: AG "One Day" AR, AM, AN-CXF's, CJ, CH, MP, CL, & MVB "Hey you RB? Get into my car!" "Wanna go to McD's?" "(never again!) JD - my SQ "Charge It!" Old SG. crew: AD. "It’s a thin line" DB, DD, ER, TL, & Duchess Dale TM "Humh." MJ-BB strut, Season '95 "I got chills!" RR on the porch & spg B. '95. "What's PP?" Thanks 4 the mems! Ma, dad, KT, Min & God. Thanks for standing by me. I love allllll of you!, Raise up off us! Don't cry because it's over; Smile because it happened: '98

Bridget Pinkney
JROTC 11-12, Choir 11-12, Vocal Ensemble 12, Basketball 12, Track 12. First, I want to say thanks and I love you to my mom & family. To my homies CH, V & TB, CM, TCM, SQ, CJH, VS, BM, RT, MB, and last but not least, thanks to my honey Ronnie. Love ya. Class of '98.

Steve Quayle
Soccer 10-12, Floor Hockey 9-12, Softball 9-12, Student Council 11, Junior Executive Board 11, JROTC 9-12. Thank you family, Humboldt stuff & friends. DH, JH, JM, DK, TD, HI, GI, CC & her family, BP & most importantly, God.

Asha Ramler
Choir 9-12, French Club 9-12. Never forget the hotel Christmas party '96. Thanks Melissa & Lisa. Thanks to all of my friends: MS, KS, AH, AN, KL, JS, AS, SB, MV, XY, SS, ET, FG, & MR. Thanks to my mom & dad for all your help & especially thank you to my sis, Summer for everything.

Maria Rivera
Softball 12. I would like to say Gracias a mi familia por todo. Grandma estas en mi corazon por vida. R.I.P. SL, luv ya. I finally did it! Raquel, Annica, we made it! to MV & AR for being there.

Jose C. Ruiz Jr.

Tol Ngen

Kevin Peterson

Melenie Richards

Lina Sath  Basketball 9, SADD 10-12 Sno Daze 9-10, Student Council 9-10. First thanx to God for giving me the confidence to believe in myself. Mom, Dad, Grandpa, & Grandma thank you for all your support, luv ya guy~.

Kristin Scinocca  Softball 9, Cheerleading 9-10, Track 10-12, Soccer 10-12 (Capt). Mitch, life long buddies. Jenny, Mel, & Sara- you’re the greatest. “Huh.” To the soccer crew JM, VS, SF, and everyone else. Hey we’re not last! “Stan the man.” Senior pals, PB, AR, & CN, GR “Mary Katherine.” 2-5-7, TSC. Thanks mom & dad for everything, luv ya.

Denise Sistad  JROTC 9-12, Cheerleading 9. Thanx to my brother for all the great fights. Love to everyone. Special love to Abraham Drew Sistad- Del Rio. Love to everyone I missed. I just want to say thanx to my parents for pushing me. I love you guys. Thanx to all my friends for helping me through everything. Thanx to my special friends Melina Escobar, Cathy Aura, & Randi Muske. Thanx to all of my other friends RS, CL, AM, JJ, JD, LK, SZ.

Andrew Smith  Football 9-12, Basketball 9-12, Baseball 9-12, Student Council 11-12, Senior Executive Board 12. I’d like to thank God that I made it and my family for their support. Hi to MH (fatboy), CH (chunkers), AH Abbey, AN (innocent victim), AH, KL (Moo-Moo), BS, JR, DA (thunder), MK, AM, CH, CJ, RM, MH, PB, MV, DC remember all the fun we had? Miss you Mr. Olson & Mr. Tweeton.

Bryan Stoffel  Football 9-12 (Captain 11-12) All Conference 10-12, Wrestling 12, Baseball 9-12, Student Council 12, Sno Daze Candidate 11, WPNET 11-12 (j/k), Homecoming King 12. First I’d like to thank my family for their love & support.

Joseph Smith  Track 10, Soccer 10-12 (Captain) Kurt, my bf since pre-school, Jenny & Mel TSC baby. Sara- you’re great. “Huh!” VS, JM, SF & all the other soccer freaks, you guys are so obnoxious. Stanton R.I.P. To everyone else PB, AR, JH, GR, (remember MKG) & BB. Thanks to my mom, dad, & 2 bros.

Michelle Schussler  Track 10, Soccer 10-12 (Captain) Kurt, my bf since pre-school, Jenny & Mel TSC baby. Sara- you’re great. “Huh!” VS, JM, SF & all the other soccer freaks, you guys are so obnoxious. Stanton R.I.P. To everyone else PB, AR, JH, GR, (remember MKG) & BB. Thanks to my mom, dad, & 2 bros.
Douglas Salstrom
Lina Sath
Michelle M. Schussler
Kamau Shaw
Denise Dawn Sistad
Andrew John Smith
Matthew Smith
Bryan Stoffel
Nathan Swanda

Seniors
Senior Notes

Rosa Tapia Dance Line Fiesta Dancers 9-10, French Club 9-11-12, Senior Class Officers 12, Student Council 12. Thanx to my parents who encouraged & believed in me. I love ya! To my teachers, Mr. T, Mr. G, Mrs MQ, Mr. A, Ms Md, Mr. Me & my counselor Mrs. G, thanx for your help. To all my friends, especially MV, I'll miss ya! I'm out of here! '98 baby! Supa Tep Well, I did it. Much love & thanx to my mom, dad, Shai, Sam, & the true homies that supported, encouraged, & told me to get through school or else. It worked. Thanx to the teachers that helped me instead of put me down. I never would've made it w/out you guys. Thanx! Class of '98.

Kong Thao HAAC 10-12, Choir 11-12. Thanks for all the memories. Thanx to KLS, KH, CV, MV, MY, IT, SZ, TLL, YM, DY, TX, PHM, CK, LLX, MT, JJ, JD, SB, XY, MY, & to whoever I forgot.

Corrine Till Adapted Soccer 11 12, Adapted Hockey 11 12, Adapted Softball 11 12. Thanks for being there Mrs. Tiller. Thanks for a great hockey season & for the medals. Thanks to coaches Todd Jakober & Dave Cobbins.

Maria Vallejo Thanks to my family for helping me all this way. Also, thanks to MR, RM, AR, who were there for me all the way. w/out you, I couldn't have done it.

Lee Vang Asian American Club 11. I would like to thank my parents for encouraging me throughout life. Thank you KH for always being there, you're the best thing that's ever happened to me. I love you to all my friends back in California. I love ya all lots!

Thao Ke Vang Soua Badminton 11-12, Asian Club 10-12, French Club 10-12, Friendship Club 10-12, Math Team 10-12, NHS 10-12, Student Council 12. I just want to thank everybody for helping me through these great 3 years I had at Humboldt. To all my friends, & family, I love you all. To my parents, I Love U Always & to Xay, we'll be together forever, I love you.
Jennifer Taylor
Matthew Taylor
Timothy Taylor

Kong Thao
Corrine Till
Maria Eloisa Vallejo

Lee Vang
Thao Ke Vang Soua
Susanna Velazquez

Seniors
Senior Notes

Miguel Villegas Band 9-12 (Vice President, 11, President 12), Honors Band 9-12, Tennis 9-12, SADD 11-12, Share & Care Tree planting 10,12. First thank to the Lord my Savior & Guardian. Thanks to my friends for all the memories, the guys TL, CJ, YM, CH, CV, the girls RM, DC, KL, Buzz, MH, XY, LA, much luv to all I left out. Toy drive '96, all of band, good times, bad times, so many memories, so little space. Thanx to all the family that helped me make it. Extra special thanx to my parents for all the love & support, I couldn't have done it w/out you. It's been a great 6 years. Humboldt is always part of me, now on to new things, lookout world, here I come!

Jessica Westeren Cheerleading 10-12. Thanks mom, for your support & love! Brandi, your turn is coming up. Gramma, you will always be in my heart. To all my pals, thanks for your friendship. To the class of 1998, thanks for the memories. I wish you all Peace Love and Happiness for the rest of your lives!!

Xue Yang HAAC 9-12 (Member at large, Officer & President), Friendship Club 9-12, French Club 9-12, NHS 11-12 (Secretary), Choir 10-12 (Vice President). I'd like to thank all of my teachers who have taught me well & all of my friends at Humboldt. You all have been great. To my graduating class, whatever roads you take, I wish you the best. May your dreams become reality & your goals be reached. Good luck!

Sara Zamarripa JROTC 9-12, Soccer 9-12, Homecoming Candidate 12. To Jenny, Kurt, Mitch, Mel, you're the best. To the soccer freaks, you gotta wanna! Hey Jenny, Where's Elmo? To my buds, JJ, NL, BN, KT, JD, NS, Leah 4-8-97 Love you (ME), to everyone else, to my mom, dad, & brothers, thanks.

Class of '98. Raise up off us!!!
Baby Likes To Rock It  Baby I Love You

Erlinda Gonzalez  Amanda Hageman  Christopher Haley  Matthew Hamiel

Daniel Hanson  Jennifer Herrera  Mariah Holden

Richard Holland  David Horst  Tomorrah Howard  Melinda Huerta

Chad Johnson  Melody Johnson  Shevon Jones

Michael Karas  Lee Ann Kenney  Kao Lee  Crystal Lopez

Beautiful In My Eyes  Baby I'm Yours
Baby Likes To Rock It  Baby I Love You

Maria Rivera   Jose Ruiz   Ricardo Salinas   Lina Sath
Michelle Schussler   Kristin Scinocca   Denise Sistad
Andrew Smith   Joseph Smith   Bryan Stoffel   Rosa Tapia
Supa Tep   Corrine Till   Maria Eloisa Vallejo   Thao Vang Soua
Miguel Villegas   Jessica Westeren   Xue Yang   Sara Zamarripa

Beautiful In My Eyes  Baby I'm Yours
I'm Too Sexy
Right Said Fred

CAUGHT IN THE ACT !!!

During the school year some of our students decided to let their true side out. At the pep-fest the juniors cheer "GO TEAM HUMBOLDT." Zack is in the stands cheering on his favorite team to a victory. Sam is in the cafeteria strutting his stuff "Hey boy's". "My nails are so pretty," said Abe, "Abe, is it a little nippy in here or is it just me?", asks Dave, and Arthur just stands there admiring himself "SHOOT! I LOOK GOOD!" Sally and Na-na take a breather from a hard days practice. As for the dance "I was there, were you?" Gloria, Elicia, and Rosario are three pea's in a pod. Katrina hits on Zack "Hey baby, come here often".

These Are The Days
Of Our Lives
Bone Thugs -n- Harmony
Underclass

Caught in the ACT
Class of 1999
Class of 2000

sophomores
Taylor, Renee
Tessmer, Nickolis
Thao, Jenny
Thao, Nhia
Thao, Teng
Thompson, Dujuan
Tischler, Robert
Valeriano, Vicente
Valle, Yolanda
Vang, Dao
Vang, Mai
Vang, Nancy
Vang, Sai
Vang, Tong
Vang, Yia
Vang Soua, Tshua
Vargas, Miguel
Vasquez, Danielle
Vasquez, Victor
Vega, Anna
Verduzco, Brenda
Villalbos, Julian
Vue, Jerry
Vue, Sheng
Vue, Steve
Vue, Vong
Walker, Orlando
Wanna, Michelle
Watson, Julie
Westeren, Brandi
Wilson, Matthew
Wirth, Donald
Womack, Megan
Xiong, Cheng
Xiong, Mee
Xiong, Pahoua
Xiong, Tony
Yang, Chor
Yang, Emily
Yang, Glenda
Yang, Julia
Yang, Kong
Yang, Mai
Yang, Nancy
Yang, Ricky
Yang, Therese
Yang, Yang
Yang, Yia
Young, Anthony
Zachary, Amber
Zamarripa, Jesse
Zamora, Ermelinda
Zubulake, Nicholas
Class of 2001
Garcia, Anthony
Garcia, Fernando
Garcia, Jason
Garcia, Reyna
Gerner, Rachael
Gilbert, Stacy
Gouette, Andrew
Graham, Andre
Gurrola, Gustavo
Hagman, Colleen
Haggins, Donzell
Hamilton, Daniel
Hampton, Landon
Hansen, Joel
Harris, Stacy
Hegstrom, Darice
Heng, Saroum
Her, Dang
Her, Kong
Her, Pao
Her, Seng
Her, Surena
Herrera, April
Hessler, Michael
Hogan, James
Horst, Steven
Hugley, Joseph
Johnson, Doug
Jones, Dwane
Jones, Terrelle
Jorgenson, Daryl
Kast, David
Kaup, David
Kinsel, Adam
Kirk, Taria
Kittelson, Lydia
Kivel, Benjamin
Koegel, Katherine
Krause, Daniel
La belle, Cassandra
Latraille, Samantha
Lavalle, Joseph
Le, Cuong
Le, Hien
Lee, Fue
Lee, Sia
Lee, Yang
Lee, Yeng
Letexier, James
Linh, Sokha
Lopez, Jose
Lopez, Phillip
Lor, Xai
Love, Derrick
Loya, Gina
Luebstorf, Molly
Shepard, Emil
Simmons, Sean
Siv, Sokry
Smith, Kathryn
Solima, Demong
Som, Ros
Stampley, Kendra

Steckman, Sarah
Stone, Tana
Thao, Blong
Thao, Chong
Thao, Hlee
Thao, Kou
Thao, Ku
Thao, Shaw
Thao, Xong
Thao, Xue
Thao, Youa
Thomas-Allen, Sonya
Tomasino, Christine
Torrejon, Angel

Torres, Elizabeth
Trejo, Jairo
Tyler, Harley
Vallejo, Maria
Vallez, Jessica
Vandeberg, Christina
Vang, Adam
Vang, Joe
Vang, Lee
Vang, Mai
Vang, Yer
Vang Soua, Nseu
Vang Soua Thao, By
Vang, Stephanie
Vanwert, Danielle
Vasquez, Melissa
Vazquez, Gustavo
Velazquez, Jesus
Vides, Anner
Vigil, Salvador
Villagrana, Guadalupe

Villalobos, Yaleb
Villanueva, Cruz
Villanueva, Nancy
Vue, Tou
Vue, Tou
White, Oreal
Willis, Julianne

Wilson, Lamont
Xiong, Mai
Xiong, Yer
Yang, Chou
Yang, Gaoly
Yang, Kou
Yang, Kou
"This is how we do it!" Montel Jordan

Humboldt students are very talented. They know how to balance work and play. They work hard, but also take time to relax with their friends. The challenge is to be able to have fun in class. Page 49: Chad, Bryan, Miguel, & Joe are just plain board. Check mate! Page 48: above right: Jamie fights for her cotton candy. Above left: Just hangin' out in the lunch room. Upper left: Anthony is enthusiastic beyond belief. Lower left: Chad gets a make-up lesson in English class. Below far left: Horsing around upside down. Below left: Miguel's lookin' funky doing the Hustle. Below right: Students suffer a lot. Bottom right: Having fun in Physics.

Student Life
student Life

alive

& kicking

Student Life
Humboldt’s Homecoming took place the week of September 14th-19th. Student Council organized Spirit Week. Each day of Spirit Week we celebrated in a different way. Students dressed up to reflect the theme of each day.

On Monday we elected our King and Queen. The Coronation was held in the gymnasium. At the end of the week there was a wild pep fest held to show support for our football team. Our Homecoming game added another victory for Humboldt. What was our secret, great offense and smashing defense who let Como score only one touchdown. Not only was the game a winner but the week was a success too. We all had fun showing off our spirit and pumping up the school for the big game.

Nicole leads the cadets down the gym floor so they can present arms for the Star Spangled Banner.

Cheerleaders bring more spirit to the crowd

The King and Queen pep up the rally!
Spirit Week
(Top left) It began Monday with Super Hero Day, students dressed up like their favorite Super Hero. (Top right) Tuesday was Hat Day, the only day students are free to sport hats. (Middle left) Wednesday was the most interesting day, it was Opposite Gender Day. Guys dressed as girls and girls dressed as guys. (Middle right) Thursday was 70's Day, People dressed like they did in the seventies. (Bottom) Friday was Spirit Day. Everyone participated on that day.

The band plays nice and loud to fill us with spirit for the upcoming game.

The crowd goes bizerk as Humboldt scores another touchdown making victory even sweeter!

Shown above; the pie throwing contest at the Homecoming Carnival after school. Teachers sacrificed their dignity for the amusement of students. Even though most of them were missed by the pies.
On Tuesday September 16th we had the coronation in the Gymnasium. The coronation was put on by Humboldt's student council. Everything looked fabulous. It was carefully planned and executed. All the candidates looked wonderful and they all deserved the crown. Unfortunately everyone cannot win. Our Homecoming King and Queen were Bryan Stoffel and Jamie Duncan.

On Friday September 19th after winning the football game, Humboldt High School student council hosted the Homecoming dance. Students flocked to the beautifully decorated commons area where the dance was being held. The King and Queen reigned over the dance and helped everyone have a little more fun.

Everybody Dance Now!  
- C+C Music Factory

All the students enjoyed dancing to the music provided by Northern Lights!

He should get a dancing career!

Jenny and her friend pose for a picture.
Homecoming Candidates

(Top Left) Tou Lor escorts Sara Zamarripa up to the stage. (Top Right) Joe Ruiz poses for a picture with Jessica Nelson. (Middle Left) Curtice Love is escorted by Brook Mayne. (Middle Right) Joe Smith and Jamie Duncan present themselves to the school. (Bottom) Annette Nelson and Bryan Stoffel, Aren’t they just adorable!

I Just Can’t Wait to Be King

The handsome King Bryan Stoffel stands next to the Beautiful Queen Jamie Duncan while everyone claps and cheers. If you listen closely you can here people yelling, “I voted for you!” Having never been a King or Queen before Jamie and Bryan did a great job reigning over Humboldt for the days of Homecoming Week, September 15th-19th.

The candidates for Queen stand waiting to see who will receive the title and reign over Humboldt for Homecoming week.

The candidates for King stand and pose for pictures after the crowning of our fearless leader.
Your digital, neon, alarm clock hits 6:00 a.m., for most of us the most horrible, sharp and irritating sound interrupts your beauty sleep. You can’t believe its’ already time to get up. Didn’t you just shut your eyes? You can’t stand the thought of getting up out of your warm, cozy bed. Then it dawns on you......ahhhh, the snooze button. Isn’t the snooze button our best friend in the morning?

But, the nine minutes that this allows only comes too fast. And pretty soon you’ve waisted 18 to 27 minutes, that you end up wishing you wouldn’t have. Finally, you drag yourself out of bed and throw yourself in a nice hot shower. By that time you should be ready to take on another day at Humboldt.

**Life In The Dark Zone**

Top: Jamie gets ready for school. Directly above: students are ready for school when the sun isn’t even out.
Seventh hour finally arrives and you end up looking at the clock more times than you can count, which only makes the hour drag on even longer. The afternoon announcements come on, and it seems like it stays 1:59 p.m. forever.

As soon as you get all your homework from your locker, (because each teacher thinks they’re the only one), and if you have no after-school obligations, you’re outta here! Time to enjoy the rest of your day as you choose.

"Swing The Mood"

Jive Bunny & M Mixers

Life After

2:00 p.m.

Students kick back, have fun, work at jobs, play sports, volunteer, or do their homework for the next day.
For having one of the least populated schools; Humboldt has a lot of activities. We have three student-faculty games: Volleyball, Basketball, and Softball. The faculty always claim that it will be their 40th year in a row to win, but we know they are trying a strange style of intimidation. We not only play here but we work here (putting a force through a motion). Students study hard to earn grades so they will be accepted to Morris or Duluth—those are the popular spots.

When nationally famous poet, Tracy Morris, came to Humboldt to give us a new outlook, or “Observation,” on life we listen attentively. Students also like to show their spooky spirits on Halloween. Some people though, dress up for the fun of it. Student life at Humboldt is full of diversity, creativity, and fun.
Familiar Faces

(Top Left) Mr. Warren & Mr. Mergens are having fun by the athletic office. (Top Right) Ms. Schroepfer, Mr. Brott & Mr. Ekblad hold up the wall between classes. (Middle Left) Talking about computers, Mr. Johnson & Ms. Driscoll. (Middle Right) Showing school spirit for the class of '61 Mr. Sullivan? (Bottom) Faculty hangs out after the buses leave.

Food Factory

“What’s the Food Factory?” you ask. Well, it’s where students prepare meals for the faculty. They also act as waiters by taking orders and serving them. Besides serving the staff in the Food Factory, they can also do catering. The class is a 2 hour block, taught by Ms. Christopherson.
Gonna Make You Sweat
-C+C Music Factory

Humboldt Fight Song

Our Colors In Triumph Flashing
Midst the Strains of Victory
For Others Hopes We are Dashing
Into Blue Obscurity-Rah Rah
Resistless our Team Sweeps Onward
Midst the Fury of Our Blast
We'll Fight for the Name of Humboldt
And Our Fame Will Always Last.
H-U-M-B-O-L-D-T
H-U-M-B-O-L-D-T
Humboldt, Humboldt
Rah Rah Rah Humboldt

Where it's at

-Sports

-Beck
Sports

Home Of The HUMBOLDT...


Another big gain for Joe Ruiz as he goes out for a pass.

The Defense gets ready to go after the Cougars.

Another big gain for Joe Ruiz as he turns up field.
Look at the wheels of Marcos Varela as he comes tearing through the lines during player introductions.

Black 8, black 8, as Anthony Minus prepares to hike the ball to Andy, to begin the play.

Humboldt Wins The Cup!!

The whole team celebrates after a great 20-12 win over Arlington to bring home the AH cup in the first ever Varsity game played between both schools.

"Men In Black" - Will Smith

Game Time! Coach Olson and the rest of the team with their game faces on.


TO THE NET!
"We had four returning seniors this year which provided strong leadership and our many talented juniors worked together to make this a positive and rewarding season."

Coach Behnke

Above Top-Time out for Humboldt. Coach Behnke gives the players a pep talk.

Middle Left- taking the first hit Sarah Smith bumps the ball up to the setter.

Middle Right- Another ace served by Pam Bannie.

Bottom Left- "I got It" Annette Nelson receives the ball.

Bottom Right- In your face, Jenny Napier put it right back at them.
Boys Soccer: Bottom Row L-R Kong Her, Chor Yang, Na Thao, Yae Vang, Insai Vang, Sousa, Xiong Thao. David Vang, 2nd Row L-R Enrique Flores, Guadalupe Aguirre-Diaz, Ricky Yang, Sam You, Steve Babcock, Yang Yang, Bee Hang. 3rd Row L-R Coach You, Olvin Mejia, Je Moua, Eduardo Macouzet, Chong Moua, Nestor Olando, Yale Villalobos, Coach Schlukebier


Adapted Soccer Gold Division: Front Row L-R George Ronning, Kennan Krick, Matt Rickford, Katie Smith, Rollie Engler, Dayne Nygaard, Corrine Till, Middle Row L-R Chris Flowers, James Thompson, Gary Cansalus, Ted Larson, Scott Lukesh, Back Row L-R Assistant Coach Dave Cebbins, Janet Wasmundt, David Keller, Carrie Wasmundt, James Graf, Head Coach Todd Jakeber. Not Pictured Ray Pfeil

There's no way that ball is going in the goal thanks to Gilberto

Harding thinks that they will steal the ball from Daniel!

No chance Harding will get the ball back, now that David has
Protecting the goal is a 5 person job!

Get out of my WAY!

Awards: MVP
Yae Vang

Captains:
Andy Dittrich,
Na Thao &
Yae Vang

"What time is it?"
"GAMETIME"
Coach
Schlukebier

DIVE! DIVE! DIVE!

VICTORY!!

Sports
No goal, a nice catch by Lacey.

Jessica carries the ball down the field to score.

Waiting for the ball, Michelle gets ready to headbutt it into the net for the point!

Taking aim, Stephanie gets ready to make a goal.

Nice Steal Brook!

Girls Soccer: Bottom Row L-R Stacy Reed, Melanie Richards, Lacey Flaherty, Jenny Herrera, Kristin Scinocca, Michelle Schussler, 2nd Row L-R Kia Monas, Kim Nguyen, Ricarda Salas, Virginia Schendal, Sara Zamarripa, 3rd Row L-R Coach Shepard, Brook-Lynne Mayne, Jessica McCurdy, Stephanie Fogel, LizBelle Gerena, Indira Addington, Assistant Coach Williams
Awards:
MIV-Offensive
Jenny Herrera,
MIV-Defensive
Jessica McCurdy,
MIP
Indira Addington
Lacey Flaherty

Captains:
Jenny Herrera,
Michelle Schussler,
Kristin Scinocca

"The girls played hard every game. As a team we showed great improvement. I expect an even better season next year."
Coach, Shepherd

Trying to trap Jenny won’t work, she’s fast as a cheetah!

Arlington wants the ball, but they won’t get it from Kristin.

Direction change, Ricarda knows how to fool the other team!

Getting ready to receive a pass Indira runs down the field.
Cross Country:
Bottom Row L-R Mike Bresnahan, Craig Landfair, Steven Kanavati,
Top Row L-R Coach Ales, Dan Jansen, Steve Macias, Aaron Newcomb, Cynthia Macias

Fired up and ready to run!

Leavin' the competition behind, Dan!

Workin' to beat his time, Steve is really moving!
Tennis


When the ball gets to Victoria’s side of the net, Watch Out!

The ball sure goes for a ride when Estrella serves it!

SMASH! Jolene has speedy Volleys.

Intimidation...... with braided pigtails?!!

Award: Most Improved Player
Sarah Obermeyer-Kolb
Most Valuable Players
Amelia Robbins
Allison Severson
Suzy Lindberg
All Conference Honorable Mention
Allison Severson
Suzy Lindberg

"This was a memorable swim season filled with the fastest times and the highest diving scores in the past 5 years! Way to go Hawks!" Miss Thames

Scores: Humboldt 84-Arlington 55, Humboldt 75-Johnson 53

Breaking Waves

"This season has been rewarding because given the age of the swimmers they have been competitive in each meet. All of the members have been dedicated. Their attendance has been excellent. I am proud of them!"

Coach Gaslin
Girls Basketball

Varsity Girls Basketball
Bottom Row L-R Jenny Napier, Katrina Lee, Morgan Fierst Captain, Row 2 L-R Brook Mayne, Sarah Smith, Row 3 L-R Jenny Herrera, Row 4 L-R Assistant Coach Ray Gonzalez, Assistant Coach David Garza, Lacy Flaherty, Annette Nelson Captain, Assistant Coach Chris Chlebecck, Head Coach Mary Fran Riley, Not Pictured Desiree Chavez

B-Squad Girls Basketball
Bottom Row L-R Jenny Elizondo, Ermalinda Zamora, Yasmin Garcia, Estrella Arreguin, Row 2 L-R Coach Ray Gonzalez, Melissa Galvan, Caitlan Fierst, Yolanda Valle, Shawanda Curry

C-Squad Girls Basketball
Bottom Row L-R Cynthia Macias, Gina Loya, Bernetta Beck, Middle Row L-R Reyna Garcia, Colleen Hageman, Lydia Kittelson, Back Row L-R Amanda Rasmussen, Jessica Schilling, Jessica Riopal, Coach Chlebecck, Valerie Arreguin, Lucia Mendez, Jenny Placeres

Holding the ball out of Johnson's reach. Lacey fights to make a basket.
"The goal was to have fun & we definitely accomplished that!"
Coach Chlebecek

Top: Grabbing the ball before it goes out of bounce, Lacey saves the play! Middle Left: Shooting for 2, Annette has great position. Middle Center: Look left then right and pass. Fabulous set up Desiree! Middle Right: Jumping high enough Sarah is able to score. Bottom: She shoots. She scores. The crowd goes wild. Nice job Morgan!
Boys Varsity Basketball Bottom Row L-R Curtis Love, Carthell Smith, Zack Lopez, John Medellin, Andy Smith, Tristan Mallory, Mike Sierra. Middle Row L-R Nick Molina, Coach Russ Christian, Head Coach Steve Elizondo, Coach Jim Olson, Coach Mario Sierra. Top Row L-R Joe Bowman, Bob Green, Tony Bell, Jerry Holman, Anthony Minus, Mike Karas, Otis Rutter, Chris Haley.


Here comes 2 more points for Humboldt thanks to Jerry Holman!

Think Fast!! Nice pass by Chris Haley.
“We have a great group of guys on this team. We won some games and we had fun. That’s what it’s all about.”
Coach Elizondo

Top - Humboldt makes the steal and prevents Johnson from scoring. Middle Left - Great block by number 43, Joe Bowman. Middle Center - SWISH! Can’t you see it going right in? Middle Right - Get a good look at that jump shot.

Perfect Pass
Can't Hold Me Down

Wrestling

Wrestling: Bottom Row L-R Fong Vang, Jessie Ramirez, Juan Mena, Giovanni Brown, Fredy Padiilla, Jose Contreras, Row 2 L-R Coach Dung Nguyen, Coach Robert Bobick, Tommy Nguyen, Victor Reyes, Bryan Stoffel, Kevin Carlin, Roy Roger, Manager Richard Holland

Middle: Getting ready for the take down, Giovanni concentrates. Bottom: The cheerleaders yell "Pin your man" and Bryan takes their advice.

Struggling, Giovanni tries for an escape.

Top: Getting ready to wrestle, Roy?
Bottom: Locked in for the strike.
Girls Just Wanna Have Fun

Cheerleaders


Full of pep Steve brings spirit to the crowd. The same spirit that gave us our homecoming victory. Below, the wrestling cheerleaders inspire a wrestler to pin his man.

Hockey With A Smile Above: Jessica inspires the Hockey team with a winning smile.
Hockey


Humboldt Boys Hockey Row 1 L-R Jason Garcia, Ben Kivel, Stephen Bobrowski, Steve Johnson, Row 2 L-R Tim Osborne, Mike Johnson, Andy Dittrich, Ian Peterschick, Brian Nutzmann, Eric Lindberg

St. Paul Blades Girls Hockey J.V. Row 1 L-R Mara Singer, Michelle Kurys, Crystal Tusia, Claire Reber, Heather Ewasisk, Debbie Monn, Lorraine Pfehler, Row 2 L-R Jennifer Vaubel, Margaret Dorer, Crystal Affeldt, Amy Colaizy, Lori Modell, Brandi Westeren, Anne Sawyer, Meggen Mendez

Putting the other team in check, Mike Johnson?

Humboldt Girls Hockey L-R Coach Jill Vaubel, Brandi Westeren, Coach Jill Gebel
No puck is getting in that goal. Great defense girls!


MH Division J.V. Floor Hockey: Bottom Row L-R Tanya Patterson, Chris Mason, Row 2 L-R, Katie Smith, Janet Wasmundt, Matt Pickford, Coach Jeff Franzen
Ahh... Journalism, the foundation of freedom in the United States. Journalism, the shining light of truth, eradication, the shadows of injustice, villainy, and double dealing. Journalism is the apple in our pie, the Yankee in our Doodle. Without journalism, our nation would just be a bunch of roads, buildings, and people, wandering around, doing stuff, with no "Dear Abby" to turn to nor any "Dilbert" to laugh at.

Shown right, revising the news. Mee asks Mr. McGinnis for advice.

Hawk News

Students participate in many academic programs at Humboldt. Some volunteer with Share & Care, some work on their leadership skills with the JROTC program. Others do gift wrapping with NHS at Barnes & Noble. Some are even involved with the winter musical. Student Council held a talent show to raise toys. They raised over 500 toys and donated them to Toys for Tots.

New to Humboldt is the student newspaper. The supervisor of the Humboldt newspaper is Mr. McGinnis. This is the first year in a long time that we have had a newspaper in this school. The staff is composed of six students who work on the paper during 7th hour. The newspaper features a horoscope section, local news, and school wide news. The newspaper features various people in our community and school. Important current topics are covered like drinking and driving. All the students receive a copy of the paper.
Academics

Hawk News Student Newspaper

Academics
Head size please! The Senior Class Officers help measure for cap and gown.

Senior Class Officers Bottom Row L-R Andy Smith Treasurer, Thao Ke Vang Soua Secretary, Rosa Tapia, Raquel Morales, Kao Lee Vice President, Top Row L-R Mr. J. Schluekebier Advisor, Jolene Danner, Kelly Ellerbusch, Amanda Hageman President, Brook Mayne. Not pictured, Richard Holland, Linda Gonzoles, and Mr. S. Aelits Advisor.

Junior Class Officers Bottom Row L-R Nalie Lee Secretary, Morgan Fierst President, Jenny Napier Vice President Top Row Ms. Angel Orman Advisor.

Student Council Exchange Program In December, a few members of the Student Council went on a student exchange program trip to St. Peter, MN. The students met at school at 6:30 a.m. to catch the bus. While they were there they got a tour of the school, went to classes, and sat in on a Student Council meeting. Top Picture, sleeping to pass the time, Bryan and Annette? Bottom Left, leaving St. Peter to load the bus. Bottom Right, pals Jolene and St. Peter student, Katie Lucas.
Student Council Officers  President Annette Nelson, Vice President Yasmin Garcia, Secretary Kao Lee, Treasurer Morgan Fierst all have been working really hard to make things work right at Humboldt.

Who said teens can't vote?

Mr. Kranz, the Student Council Advisor, decided to make Student Council more political. So the Student Council held their own elections. The positions that were voted on were: President, Vice President, Secretary, and Treasurer. As you can see from above Na-Na, Alesha, and Jessica made sure not to miss the big day.

Best of the Best

This year has been one of the best years for the Student Council. Thanks to all the hard work, and dedication from all the Student Council members and a big thanks to all the parents and staff who helped pull off a great homecoming. Because of them it was a success.

fund Raising Events  Student Council participates in many fundraisers, for instance, candy selling of the Worlds Finest Chocolate, & collecting toys for, Toys For Tots. They even sold valentines for Valentine's Day.
In my first year as the NHS Advisor, I've had a blast. The students are fun to work with, responsible, very creative and talented. I am honored to work with such a wonderful group of students.

Ms. Tesch, Advisor

Barnes & Noble Fund Raising Shown above Tou Lee Lor and Song Hang are making this years holidays a little bit easier by volunteering their gift wrapping expertise at Barnes & Noble book store. This is just one of the many things NHS does during the school year.

National Honor Society at Humboldt is involved in many events, such as food drives, pennies for the holidays, tree planting, bake sales, working with the Friendship Club, and most importantly serving the community.

Bake Sale Fundraiser Shown above are members of the National Honor Society having their annual bake sale, where they bake their own pastries, and sell them to raise money for the club.
Upward Bound Advisors, standing: Director Heather Campbell, Advisor Kevin Cheatham. Sitting Advisor: Jenny Schlubebier and student Yasmin Garcia.

Educational Talent Search Advisors Shown L-R "Tina" Maria O'Brien, Beth Williams, and Janis Johnson Director.

Panelists speak with E.T.S. 10th graders. Guest speakers were, Dan Jackson- St. Olaf, Yang Kou Moua- Augsburg, Juan Telles-University of Minnesota, Lorena Martinez-St. Olaf and Kirsti Roehr- St. Olaf. They shared their experiences on what college all about.

TALENT SEARCH
St. Olaf Educational Talent Search is a TRIO program that works with 750 students in grades 6-12 at various metropolitan public schools. E.T.S. Advisors work in cooperation with Humboldt's guidance staff to provide mentoring, tutoring, college visits, financial aide, college application assistance and career exploration. E.T.S. is at Humboldt two days each week in the junior and senior high.

UPWARD BOUND
St Olaf Upward Bound is also a TRIO program, that tutors students twice a week. It also gives students an opportunity to spend six weeks in the summer, at St. Olaf college, to take classes and to experience college life.
Asian American Club: 1st row L-R: Yer Xiong, Glenda Yang, Kong Her, Tou Lee Lor, Khnag Xiong, Song Hang, Kristy Thao. 2nd row L-R: Mai Vang, Mee Xiong, Demang Solima Xiong, Xiong Thao, Cleveland Kong, Mary Xiong, Ye Moua, Julia Yang, Theresa Yang. 3rd row L-R: Choua Her, Naney Yang, Hue Houa Yang, Lao Lu Xiong, Tshua Vang Soua Thao, Chong Vang, Thai Xiong, Insai Vang Soua Thao, Minne Yang, Xue Yang. 4th row L-R: Minne Vang, Samnang You, Ricky Yang, Mary Yang, Mr. Anderson Advisor.

African American Club: Just some of the students working to keep 'The Dream & Hope Alive!' Shown above L-R Arthur Minus, Anthony Minus, Indira Addington, Brook-Lynne Mayne Mike Karas, Tomorah Howard, and Mr. McMillan Advisor.

A Smile Like Yours. Above: dancing the night away. Above top: club members socialize.

Bunches of Balloons. Minne Vang, the Vice President, decorates for the dance. The dance was put on to raise money for the club. Many of the club members helped out with the decorations, and then attended the dance.

Math Team 1st row L-R: Dan Brown, Jolene Danner, Nalie Lee, Thao Ke Vang Soua. 2nd row: Mr. Severson Advisor, Amy Robbins, Je Moua, Michelle Johnson, Ms. Worlein Student Teacher, Mr. Berg. 3rd row: Steve Babcock, Richard Holland, Samnang You, Indira Addington.

Where People Count

This year we competed against only St. Paul Schools because Minneapolis Schools have a later ending time. This makes the competition extra stiff, because Central and Highland High Schools are two of the top schools in the state, as far as Math Teams are concerned.

Below: The Math Team works hard to solve another tough problem.

"Ils sont la creme de la creme."

They are the cream of the crop. The French students have three fundraising projects each year that are designated to pay for all French cooking projects, French magazine subscriptions, French games and field trips. This year students attended plays at the Childrens Theatre (Madeleine) and The Ordway (le Cirque Ingenieux), as well as having the traditional French luncheon at the Hotel Sofitel. Cooking projects included the traditional Buches de Noel, before winter break and Beignets aux pommes for Mardi Gras along with designing masks. Additionally on Jan. 6 students made Galette Des Rois with crowns being awarded the luckier students after French tradition. The French candy store provided shopping opportunities for students to use authentic French francs.
'Life' Yearbook Staff Bottom Row: L-R Amy Robbins, Jolene Danner Assistant Editor, Indira Addington Editor-In-Chief, Amanda Peterson Assistant Editor, Ms. Atkinson Yearbook Advisor & Business Manager, Top Row L-R: Brenda Danner, Ryan Munn, Natiera Carlson, Tou Lee Lor, Chris Haley.

Summer Yearbook Camp Get that layout done! Amanda, Indira, Jolene and Jostens Representative Andy Hedstrom, work at Gustavus Adolphus College to start producing our 'Stayin' Alive' yearbook. They took 3 days at the end of July to go down to St. Peter MN to get a head start on this great student publication.

Catch a caption! Mike and Chris work on the football page.

Keep up the hard work, Ms. Atkinson and Jenny sure are!

**Everybody's buyin' a book.**

Everybody's buyin' a book. Yeah, yeah, yeah. Everybody's buyin' a book. Yeah, yeah, yeah. It's not so bad, buyin' yearbooks. It's a cool way to remember your friends. Please don't hate me because I bought one, I'm just following the latest trend. Somewhere inside the yearbook, my face lies. And you will see exactly what you despised. My clothes don't match, my teeth are bucked, if you ask me my picture..... Somewhere inside the yearbook you will see, what a stupid geek I used to be.

Order Now And Save

Mao Lo helps us show where we are at in reaching our yearbook sales goal. The class of 1998 is proving their greatness by ordering 200 books during yearbook's Sale Drive Week.
Humboldt's Friendship Club Volunteers at the Westside Gateway Art Project Over 30 Humboldt students and staff joined to dig holes and plant trees and shrubs as part of "Journey of the River & the Sun," a massive art project created by local artist, Craig David. Participants shown above Saturday, October 11, 1997: Jamie Duncan, Anthony Minus, Michael Bougie, Tou Lee Lor, Lisa Croner, Miguel Villegas, Kelly Ellerbusch, Raquel Moraes, Chris Haley, Angel Perez, Minnie Yang, Antonio Perez, Thao Ke Vang Soua, Julia Delosier, Crystal Phillips, Sonia Camacho, Merry Yang, My Thao, Cynthia Morales, Nao Yang, Stephaine Heindreich. Center front: Mr. Ales Advisor.

A pep talk from former Mayor Jim Schieble!

Planting trees to help us breathe.

Friendship Club visits seniors at Wilder. Shown above; dancin' with residents at Wilder, Minne Yang brightens a day. The flowers aren't as nice as Thilo and Minne Yang.

Teachers get in on the action. Dig a little deeper Ms. Tesch!

Who's that behind the tree? Jolene, Miguel & Steve pose behind their work!

It sure took a lot of people to plant just one tree! Then again there is no "I" in team.


JROTC Staff Leaders Ly, N., MSG Worthey H., SFC Hurd D., LTC Johnson H.

JROTC Florida Trip Top Left- Nicole WOW! Top Right- Jamie is having a blast while she's taking a walk on Mars. Above, the group who participated in the Florida trip; Left to Right- Mike, Shauna, Jamie, Jenny, Steve, Kong, Nicole, Sara, Jenny, Steve Q. Now everyone say cheese.


Tank climbing was sure to get the students into gear.

Get in step! Left, Left, Left-Right, Left, Left, Left, Left.

"See ya later!" Students posed for one last picture.

4th & Best Ever

Humboldt's fourth and best year of JROTC brought more fun and excitement to the program. Our annual Camp Ripley trip was as adventurous as usual. Three seekers rapelled off a forty foot tower and went through a hard confidence course. Another great event was a senior trip to Florida, where they toured Kennedy Space Center and relaxed on the beach. This year they had their first ever St. Paul Public Schools Military Ball which was held at the Officer's Club at Fort Snelling. Thanks to Lt. C. Johnson, MSG. Worthy and SFC. Hurd, it was a great year. HOO-HAH!!!
Musical Drama Class New To Humboldt This year was the first year a musical drama class was offered 7th hour during first semester. This was a way for the students to learn about the different forms of drama. At the end of first semester the class performed their version of 'The Butler Did It Singing.' Some of the cast shown above are: Angelika Matthews, Song Hang, Lee Ann Kenney, Shanda Mauricio, Jolene Danner, Crystal Lopez. Not shown are Eve Tugwell, Jessica Schilling, Richard Holland, and Nicole Hogan. The cast members were not the only ones who worked hard on the play. The crew worked just as hard to get this production going. The Student Director was, Indira Addington, Director's Assistants were, Rachael Gerner & Shanda Mauricio. The crew members were Anthony Minus, Teng Thao, Joy Nicoski, and Brenetta Beck. The set was designed by Gail Merriam and was built by Project Explore. The play was directed by Ms. Jennifer Tesch.

You are cordially invited to "The Butler Did It Singing". Spend the weekend at Ravenswood Manor with your lovely, well-known hostess Miss Maple. Be ready for murder, mystery, and mayhem. The party runs from January 15-17, 1998 at 7:00 pm.
Murder is my business Miss Maple." Above: Jolene assures her hostess that she can take care of things. Below: Time to sing and dance. Lee Ann & Shanda for Richard & Song.

POISON DART! Everyone is ecstatic after that announcement & they line up to take a look at the pin hole in the chair.

Look! They brought along their little dog. Don't look now but that little dog is stuffed. Rita greets Laura and Rick Carlyle while Chandler listens.

Who asked you, Droopy Dress? Rita and Haversham exchange insults while Miss Maple goes over the guest list.
**Concert Band** Bottom Row L-R Wendy Bauer Director, Brenda Danner, Amy Robbins, Jill Danner Band Assistant, Row 2 L-R Liz McNamara, Nou Chang, Liz Loun, Valerie Arreguin, Becky Garza, Emily Yang, Chaica Rameriz, Nateira Carlson, Eric Young, Row 3 L-R Daryl Jorgenson, Estrella Arreguin, Virginia Schendel, Jolene Danner, Mike Sierra, Miguel Villegas, Mah Oppelt, Je Moua, Row 4 L-R Christina Macias, Jeff Larson, Rosalinda Montez, Steve Babcock, Anthony Minus, Richard Holland, Row 5 L-R Keith Meloy, Nick Molina, Tom Dixon, Not Pictured Rodney Bundy, Nick Macias.

**Senior Varsity Band** Bottom Row L-R Mitchell Carlson, Andrea Hefty, Jackie Brownlee, Yolanda Perez, Emily Robbins, Jerry Croner, Valerie Arreguin, Nateira Carlson, Row 2 L-R Wendy Bauer Director, Jimmy Lee, Nick Haley, Aaron Graves, Austin Peterschick, Valerie Holland, Xiong Thao, Nora Austin, Jill Danner Band Assistant, Row 3 L-R Cyviel Boxely, Mike Hessiri, Jason Brennan, Aarron Newcomb, Brandon Simmons, Yea Yang, Tyrone Sandifer, Lisa Reed, Row 4 L-R Tony Duran, Greg Delavega, Jose Arellano, Row 5 L-R Amos Larson, Clinton Gerner, Liz Loun, Bob Kast, Armando Luna, Not Pictured Zen Darlow, Cassandra Drinnin.
played on  sing, sing a song

concert choir bottom row, ms. j. tesh director, row 2 l-r, s. velazquez, g. yang, v. sorenson, t. vang soua, c. xiong, l. soua, l. xiong, l. cullom, p. her, r. franssen, x. thao, row 3 l-r, b. pinkney, s. harris, j. nolan, y. thao, r. yang, g. medy, e. rothmeier, a. ramler, m. vang, t. thao, x. yang, row 4 l-r, c. fierst, k. stampley, r. harfield, v. reyes, d. salstrom, rowman, a. arroyo, m. vang, e. tugwell, f. gonzalez, m. thao, m. yang, row 5 l-r, c. duncanson, e. zamora, n. vang soua, b. thao, e. diaz, s. skardi, t. yang, not pictured r. borgan, m. boward, m. calcins, a. flores, a. harris, m. thao, c. vang.
Age ain't Nothin' but a Number

-Aaliyah

Take Note Of Who's In Charge!

There are many different staff who help keep everything running smoothly at Humboldt. Top Right: Keith Richie Chief Engineer Custodian. Top Left: Health Start Clinic Staff, Karen Wolf, Nurse Practitioner; Judy Bergh, Health Educator; Mary Jo Meziva, Social Worker & seated: Elisha Miles, Medical Assistant. Top Left: Virginia Broich, Assistant Principal. Middle Left: Joe LaCroix, Administrative Assistant Gr. 9-10. Middle Bottom: Hall Monitors; Monica Wandrick, Russell Christian, Sondra Schneider. Bottom Left: Officer Mike Carter. Bottom Right: Senior High Secretaries; Anita Hilker Office Secretary, Laura Vasquez Special Education Clerk, Donna Best Attendance Clerk, Dorthy Kropelmick Guidance Temporary Clerk, Sue Bobrowski Principal's Secretary, Teri Sokka, Guidance Temporary Secretary. Right Bottom: Cafeteria Staff Bev Koltges Food Service Supervisor.

I'd Like to Teach the World to Sing.

-Lynn Anderson
Faculty

New Humboldt Principal
Steve Lindberg

Take Note
When I was in France... Whooha

Marlyn Garcia, Counselor
Shorty Garibay, Custodian
David Garza, T.A.
Marty Gaslin, Math

Lynn Glendening, Sp. Ed.
Ray Gonsalez, Phy. Ed.
Mary Hennen, Sp. Ed.

Julie Hernandez, T. A.
Gerald Hilker, Business
Dianne Hopen, French
Charlene Hunter, F.A.C.S.

Douglas Hurd, JROTC
Skip Jobe, Sp. Ed.
Howard Johnson, JROTC

Stuart Johnson, Ind. Arts
Dennis Juaire, ESL
Tom Kranz, Soc. Studies

Clean-up time I want those tables to shine today!

Always use a pencil Hey Kid!!
When I was in France... Whoa

Marion Rummel, Counselor

Jason Schlukebier, Math

Diane Schroepfer, Science

Rudolph Sepeda, T. A.

Jan Severson, Math

Ellen Simpson, Student Teacher

Mike Sullivan, Art

Jennifer Tesch, Music

Kathleen Thao, Ed. Asst.

Jan Tiller, Sp. Ed.

Mike Tweeton, English

Ream Um, ESL Ed. Asst.

Maurice Vasquez, Custodian

Wardell Warren, Attendance

Nancy Welsh, Soc. Studies

Jack Wert, Industrial Arts

Lou Wiley, Health/Ph. Ed.

Always use a pencil! Hey Kid!
Congratulations Graduates!

Metropolitan Minority Outreach (MMO)
Sponsors of the
Minority Encouragement Program (MEP)

Metropolitan Minority Outreach congratulates the MEP graduates of Humboldt High School! The businesses and organizations of MMO believe in your future. You have our support and best wishes for a bright future!

Sponsoring Organizations:

3M
I.C.E.S., Ltd.
Preferred Consulting Services (PCS)
The St. Paul Companies
U.S. Dept. of Housing & Urban Dev.
West Group

Ecolab, Inc.
Minnesota Mutual
St. Paul Public Schools
State Farm Insurance Companies
Vallon, Inc.
Woman Venture

Yearbook Editors & Staff would like to thank the following supporters, for without their help this yearbook would not have been possible. Students, staff & friends of Humboldt who purchased a book. Everyone who contributed material for this year's book. All our community supporters who purchased advertising space. Bob Vukas Jostens Printing Plant Consultant., Andy Hedstrom Josten's Sales Representative, Bill, Terri, Tony & Scott from Dellarson Photography Studio. Life Touch Photography Company. Humboldt's Guidance Department Career Center. And everyone we may have missed, THANK YOU!
Index & Advertising
Index

Brandt, Adam 38
Brown, Jason 43, 77, 91, 94
Bresnan, Mary 33, 91
Brown, Raina 43
Brown, Daniel 38, 87
Brown, Giovanni 38, 78, 90
Brown, Masheika 43
Brown, Michael 33
Brown, Shanta 33
Brownlee, Jackie 43, 94
Bruber, Richard 43, 90
Trigg, Sam, Charlene 33
Bundy, Rodney 38
Jurciaga, Erick 38
Butler, Jillian 38, 62, 91
Yee, Kainani 43, 69, 90
Cabrera, Belen 33, 95
Calkins, Melissa 38
Camacho, Maribel 43, 91
Camacho, Sonia 38, 90
Cano, Monica 43
Carlin, Kevin 33, 76
Carlson, Nate 43, 88, 94
Carpano, Orlando 43
Carr Gerlich, Elena 33
Carter, Armenthia 33
Carter, Shenita 38
Casey, Brian 43
Catlin, Daniel 43
Chang, Cheng 33
Chang, Nou 43, 94
Chang, Xia 38
Chang, Yeng 38, 91
Chaves, Carlos 38
Chelley, Mack 33
Chhem, Chea 43
Chhem, Chealy 38
Chu Yang Heu, Seu 38
Chum, Angkea 38
Cochran, Katie 43
Connors, Isaac 38
Contreras, Joseph 33
Cortez, Heriberto 33
Cossetta, Myles 33
Crandall, Jolene 43
Crone, Jennifer 38
Cruz, Maria 38
Cum, Anthony 43
Cum, Lynette 43, 95
Curry, Shawanda 33, 72, 90

Daim, Omalbanen 43
Danner, Brenda 43, 70, 88, 94
Davenport, Andre 33
De Santiago, Roberto 33, 91
Delavega, Jonathan 43, 94
Delgado, Cristina 38, 95
Delgado, Francisco 43
Delosier, Julia 38, 91
Denison, Keyonna 33
Denton, John 38
Devereaux, Robert 38
Diaz, Esmeralda 38, 95
Dittrich, Andrew 33, 65
Dixon, Clayton 38, 74, 90
Dixon, Thomas 38, 94
Donaldson, Benjamin 43, 74
Downey, Christina 33
Drinnin, Cassandra 38
Dumas, Derrick 43
Dunaski, Krista 33
Duncan, Daniel 38
Duncanson, Christina 43, 95
Duong, Tony 33
Durant, Juan 43
Dussling, Amber 38
Dusterhoft, Theodore 43, 74
Elizondo, Jennifer 43, 69, 72
Ellis, Curtis 43
Ellis, Rosario 30, 33
Ericson, Micheal 38
Escoito, Scott 43
Espinosa, Melissa 43
Espinoza, Adam 43
Felder, Kellie 33
Felix, Levi 33
Fercho, Ray 38, 90
Fernandez, Jorge 38
Fierst, Caitlin 43, 62, 72
Fierst, Morgan 33, 62, 73, 72, 82, 83, 84
Flaherty, Lacey 33, 66, 67, 72, 73, 90
Fleury, Henry 33, 90
Floistad, Daniel 43, 83, 90
Flor, Jason 43
Flores, Ana 33
Flores, Arnulfo 43, 74
Flores, Edwin 33
Flores, Diaz, Enrique 38, 61
Fogel, Stephanie 33, 66, 84
Foos, Kimberly 43
Foss, Jason 33
Frahm, Katherine 38
Franssen, Rose 43, 90, 95
Freedy, Gordon 43, 90
Freeman, Melvin 38, 79
Frelond, Edward 33
Freshwater, Melissa 43
Froemel, Samuel 38
Fuentes, Monica 33, 62
Galvan, Melissa 33, 54, 72, 77
Garcia, Anthony 44, 74
Garcia, Fernando 44
Garcia, Jason 44
Garcia, Reyna 44, 62, 72, 90
Garcia, Abe 30, 33, 91
Garcia, Angela 33
Garcia, Yasmin 33, 62, 72, 83, 84
Garske, David 38
Garvie, Krista 33, 54
Garza, Becky 38, 77, 94
Gerner, Rachael 44
Gilbert, Stacy 44
Gillum, Derrick 38
Gillum, Ricardo 38
Gomez, Javier 38
Gomez, Roberto 38
Gonzales, Felica 38, 95
Gouette, Andrew 44
Gouette, Matthew 33
Graf, James 39
Graham, Andre 44
Green, Bobby 33, 74
Green, Lesley 39
Griffin, Shonna 39, 77
Gurrola, Gustavo 44
Hageman, Colleen 44, 62, 72, 91
Haggins, Donzell 44
Hamilton, Daniel 44, 91
Hampton, Landon 44, 74
Hang, Bee 33, 64
Hang, Song 33, 92
Hansen, Joel 44, 90
Harris, Latoshia 33
Harris, Stacy 44, 95
Hase, Michael 33
Hegstrom, Darice 44
Heidenreich, Stephanie 39, 91
Heng, Saroum 44
Her, Dang 44
Her, Dao 34
Her, Kong 44, 64
Her, Pao 44
Her, Seng 44, 91
Her, Surena 44
Hernandez, Luke 39, 74, 91
Hernandez, Teresa 34, 91
Herrera, April 44
Hessler, Michael 44, 90, 94
Hicks, Christine 39
Hinojosa, Daniel 34
Hochule, Michelle 34
Hochule, Nicholas 39
Hodges, Charlene 34, 90
Hoff, Thomas 34
Hogan, James 44, 91
Hogan, Nicole 34, 77
Holden, Dana 39
Holland, Valerie 39, 69, 77, 94
Hopp, Josh 39, 95
Horst, Steven 44, 95
Huerta, Francisco 39, 74, 91
Huerta, Sonia 39, 62
Huggar, Andre 34
Hughes, Juan 39
Hugley, Daniel 34, 79, 84
Hugley, Joseph 44, 79, 90
Hultman, Rochele 34
Jansen, Robert 34
Johnson, Amanda 34
Johnson, Doug 44
Johnson, Melissa 39
Johnson, Michelle 34, 87
Johnson, Steven 39
Jones, Dwayne 44
Jones, Frankie 34
Jones, Terrelle 44
Jorgenson, Darryl 44, 74, 90, 94
Kasay, Lawrence 34, 90
Kast, David 39, 44, 91
Kast, Robert 39, 91, 94
Kaup, David 44, 79
Keller, David
Kensy, Brian 34
Kieger, Richard 39
Kim, Monivorn 39
Kinsel, Adam 44, 95
Kirk, Jason 34
Kirk, Taria 44, 90
Kittelsohn, Lydia 44, 90
Kivel, Benjamin 44, 90
Kline, James 39
Koegel, Katherine 44
Kong, Cleveland 34
Kong, Sreyrath 39
Kraemer, Tiffany 34
Kranz, Joel 34, 90
Krause, Daniel 44
Krause, Timothy 34
Krick, Keenan 34
Labelle, Cassandra 44
Langen, Rebecca 39
Larson, Jeffery 39, 94
Larson, Ted 39
Latraaille, Samantha 44
Lavalle, Jennifer 34
Lavalle, Joseph 44
Le, Cuong 44
Le, Hien 44, 74
Leblanc, Georgie 39
Lee, Fue 44
Lee, Katrina 30, 34, 54, 62, 72, 91
Lee, Mai 34
Lee, Nalie 34, 69, 82, 83, 87
Lee, Sia 44, 62
Lee, Yang 44
Lee, Yeng 44
Letexier, James 44
Lindberg, Eric 34
Lin, Sokha 44
Lo, Mao 34, 88
Lopez, Jose 44
Lopez, Juan 39
Congratulations to the Class of 1998

Life has its puzzles, but it's sure much easier with an education!

Make the most of this time
and don't forget to have fun

Cherokee
State Bank

Tradition, Strength and Service

607 South Smith Avenue/227-7071
Member FDIC

CONCORD DRUG COMPANY
Makes Good Medicine
At the corner of
State and Concord Streets
With Our Own In-Store
Computerized Prescription Service
Owner: Ward Mens
President of Humboldt's Class of '58

Mike's
BUTCHER SHOP
Fresh Meats
HOME STYLE SAUSAGE
1104 SO. ROBERT ST.
457-4821

St. Olaf College TRIO Programs:

Upward Bound Educational Talent Search
They will take you places!

Offers: • Help with college applications/
financial aid
• ACT/PSAT test preparation
• College visits and fairs
• Academic support and tutoring
• Summer camps

For information contact the
Humboldt Guidance Department

Thank You Community Supporters
Congratulations from...

West St. Paul Commercial Club

938 So. Robert Street
West St. Paul, MN 55118
451-4070

Sponsors of Youth Activities

Leitner's

Garden Center and Fresh Cut Flowers
945 Randolph Avenue
St. Paul, Minnesota 55102
612/291-2655

EL BURRITO MERCADO
Mexican & Latin Grocery
Retail & Wholesale

Best Wishes to all
1988 Graduates
from El Burrito Mercado

175 Concord Street
St. Paul, MN 55107
(612) 227-2192
Fax: (612) 227-2411

Twin Cities Magic & Costume Co.

241 West Seventh Street
St. Paul, MN 55102

Phone (612) 227-7888
Fax (612) 227-1297
www.tcmagic.com

Thank You Community Supporters
Showing Our Support For The Class of '98

Congratulations Graduates!
From Humboldt's Student Council

“Go Hawks”
Best Wishes To All Humboldt Graduates
From West Side Community Education

30 East Baker Street Room 182
St. Paul, MN 55107
293-8634

carpets by Lindsey & Associates
Incorporated

458 South Robert Street
Phone: 292-1011
Owners: Frank and Al Hanzal

A Landmark In Taste!
Banquet Rooms for All Occasions
Lunches & Dinners
Open 7 Days a Week
293-9111

Thank You Community Supporters
Dellarson Studio

"The Senior Studio"

Call Now!! For Your Class Of '99 Appointment

224-2891
Save The Best For Last

Jolene Danner Assistant Editor: Working on the yearbook has been a great experience. Thanks to Indira, Amanda and Ms. Atkinson. I had a blast working with you guys.

Indira Addington Editor-In-Chief: I'd like to thank everyone who worked on the book. Especially the ones who did the underclass and the index.

Amanda P. Assistant Editor: Thanks to all the contributors—your help was greatly appreciated. If your hearts are big enough to dream, your minds are strong enough to accomplish. c/o '98
NINETEEN

Stayin' Alive

Ninety Eight

Humboldt High School Supplement
Senior Honors Night

May 13, 1998, 7:30 p.m.

CONGRATULATIONS GRADS

Honoring seniors for their various accomplishments for a successful year at Humboldt High School.

Highlights from Honors Night, shown top right; group photo of everyone who received Department Awards. Top left; Ms. Bauer presenting Brook-Lynne Mayne with a 3 Year Trophy and Excellence Awards in Choir. Above left; Chris Haley receiving from Mr. Ernst, the John Ernst Scholarship for Math & Science award. Above right; Shawn Carlson receiving from Esther Dunn Sauser the Dunn, Sauser, Christopherson Scholarship.

Senior Note

Missing but not forgotten

Geoffrey Kivel

Foods 11-12, JROTC 9-11, Hockey 10, French 9, Spanish 12, I would like to thank my parents for all their love and support and help they gave me. My friends Nathan Baumgardener & Shawn Carlson, thanks for all the fun times in the food factory. It's Finally over, and I'd say it's about time too. C-Ya!
1. Elena Rosas

After Graduation, I plan to attend the College of St. Benedict in St. Joseph, MN and to enroll in their Pre-medicine program. After medical school, I plan to pursue a career in medicine, possibly as a pediatrician, but only time will tell.

2. Chris Haley

Next year I will attend the University of Minnesota Duluth. Then I will go on to medical school at the U of M. Ten years from now I want to go to our class reunion and see how everyone has changed. Motto: "Attitude is Everything."

3. Annette Nelson

After graduation I plan on attending the University of Wisconsin - Riverfalls and playing volleyball. In ten years I would like to be teaching in math education and coaching volleyball.

4. Thao Pho

I am planning to attend the University of Minnesota to get my teaching degree in French. After a couple of years of teaching, I’d like to do something in international business.

5. Toi Lee

I plan to go to the University of Minnesota Duluth and get a degree in computer science. In ten years I plan to work at a computer games development company.

6. Mike Lee

Future plans...I have to think about that one. j/k. Hopefully I will graduate in 4 years and become one of the people that we hate the most, a teacher! In ten years... hopefully I won’t have a head of white hair by then. See you all and enjoy high school while you’re still in it!

7. Selene Danner

I plan to attend the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities. I am going to major in Veterinary Medicine, and if time allows minor in filmography. Remember, you never know when you’re going to die, eat dessert first.

8. Vu Ninh Lee

I will be attending the University of Minnesota Teachers of Color program in the fall. In ten years I hope to be an elementary teacher within the Saint Paul School District.

9. Chad Johnson

Next fall I plan to attend the University of St. Thomas. Ten years from now I’ll be 27. "If you ever fall off the Sears Tower, just go real limp. Then maybe you'll look like a dummy and people will try and catch you, because hey, free dummy." - J.H.

10. Seo Kwon

I will be attending the University of Minnesota in pursuit of a degree in Design Communications and an Army Officer commission with ROTC. In ten years, I hope to be a Graphic Artist and an Army Officer. Motto: All I need to know I learned from the Class of ’98.
El Niño Daze started out with a big bang on Monday, March 9th, with the coronation 3rd period. Classes crowded into the gym to see the candidates. First Yasmin Garcia and Jolene Danner presented the crowns to the teacher King and Queen, sponsored by NHS. The winners were Mr. Hilker and Mrs. Bellows. Other teacher nominees were Mr. Brott, Mr. Olson, Ms. McQuillan, and Ms. Christopherson. Then Yasmin and Jenny Napier announced the candidates for the 1998 El Niño Royalty. Amanda Tugwell and Sokha Phan, last years King and Queen, presented the students with their medals and tiaras.

The Lord and Lady runners up were: Kong Her, Tony Duran, Jerome Price, Kou Yang, Vickie Lee, Kim Foo, Kendra Stempley, and Melissa Vasquez. Steven Horst and Cynthia Macias took the title graciously. The Duke and Duchess runners up were: Frank Huerta, Ricky Yang, Kong Yang, Luke Hernandez, Julie Yang, Jenny Thao, Sonia Huerta, and Melissa Loun. The crowned couple were Victor Reyes and Sally Baker. The Prince and Princess runners up were Samneng You, Mario Morales, Andy Dittrich, Nick Molina, Tiffany Love, Honey Mercado, Mai Lee, and Eve Tugwell. The crowned couple were Bob Green and Morgan Fierst. The runners up for King and Queen were Chris Haley, Matt Hamiel, Ray Tolefree, Richard Holland, Brooklyn Mayne, Jessica Westeren, and Desiree Chavez. Miguel Villegas and Kao Lee reigned over El Niño Daze.

The rest of the week was also a huge success. Everyone was filled with spirit. The week ended with a decade dance. No one was allowed in unless they were dressed like someone from the 50's, 60's, 70's, or 80's. The music was also theme related, there wasn't any music from the 90's. El Niño Daze went out the same way it started, with a bang!
**Spirit Week El Niño Style**

In order L-R and Top to Bottom. Monday was dress up day to correlate with the coronation. Tuesday was beach/hat day, students really got into the summertime spirit. Toga day took place on Wednesday, Bow down to Julius Caesar and his royal court. What a bunch of geeks, Thursday was nerd day. The week came to an end with the Decade dance, students dressed like people from the 50's - 80's. I wonder who those groovy fellas are, they sure look fabu.

Top: The lovely Princess Sally Baker and the handsome Prince Victor Reyes, as they graciously accept their titles. Middle: Our reigning Lady Cynthia Macias and Lord Steve Horst, pose as royalty. Below: Slam! Anthony Minus brings the students to the 32-29 victory over the faculty.

A group shot of the female runners up, Beautiful!

A group shot of the male runners up, Wow!
"Dreaming of You"

An unforgettable night for prom goers.

Above: Indira, Jessica, Celena, Millie and Angelika were gettin' down to "Funky Town."
Above Middle: Miguel, Cathy, Roberto and Ray smile in style! Above Right: Chris Flowers and his date stop during the grand march for pictures.
Right: Craig and Nick love being surrounded by beautiful girls. Middle Right: Tim Taylor and his date flash their pearly whites. Below: "Let Groove Tonight." Seniors make sure to have fun at their last high school dance.

Humboldt High School Prom
"Dreaming of You"
April 18, 1998
At the Radisson Inn on
Minnesota St. & 6th St.
7:00 pm - 12:00 am
Grand March at 9:00 pm
That Saber looks as if it will provide a clean cut. What do you think Cadet Colonel Nicole?

Master of Ceremony: The guide through the evening was Cadet Command Sergeant Major Sam Stevens.

Military Ball

This year was the first St. Paul Public Schools Military Ball. The Ball was held at the Fort Snelling Officers Club. It took place on Friday, March 27th from 6 to 11 p.m. It was a very classy dinner and dance. Everyone had a blast groovin' the night away; even Colonel Johnson was caught dancing!

Left Top-Bottom: Three schools (Como, Johnson, and Humboldt) work together to present the "Colors" to the group. The Arch of Honor: The Military honors the Seniors with an Arch of Sabers. The St. Paul Public Schools prepared a cake to celebrate the occasion. Above: Finishing their dinner, cadets and guests excitedly move on to the cake.

Military Ball
The 1998 commencement began with the band playing Pomp and Circumstance. The Masters of Ceremonies were Kao Lee and Anthony Minus. The presentation of colors was done by the JROTC, the Pledge of Allegiance, by Steve Quayle, and the National Anthem by the Concert Band. Then we were welcomed in 4 different languages English, Sign Language, Hmong, and Spanish. This was done by Kelly Ellerbusch, Jamie Duncan, Thao Ke Vang Soua, and Olvin Mejia. The class motto was then read by Amanda Peterson. The seniors and their audience were then greeted by Maureen Flanagan, a representative from the Administration. School Board member Becky Montgomery gave a greeting to the class, and then Jolene Danner presented the Hall of Fame award.

"Count on Me", performed by the Show Choir, was next with solos by Indira Addington and Angelika Matthews. Then the Commencement Address was given by Annette Nelson. Ms. Diane Hopen presented Thao Ke Vang Soua with the Unsung Hero award. The band then played "Blue Ridge Saga". Then Mr. Steve Lindberg presented the Class of 1998, and Gilbert de la O conferred the diplomas. Amanda Hageman and Kao Lee read the class roll, Mr. Steve Aelts and Mr. Jason Schlukebier gave the closing remarks. Good-bye class of 1998!
The Senior Class of Humboldt High School
Announces its Commencement Exercises
Wednesday evening, June 3rd
Nineteen hundred ninety-eight
Five Thirty o'clock, Roy Wilkins Auditorium
St. Paul Civic Center Complex

Class Motto: "Facing Graduation"
Faces of old and faces of new, People we know and people we knew. Growing together then drifting apart, Always an ending and now a new start. At graduation we all grow nearer, And all of our friends seem so much dearer. And as we say our final good-bye, One last embrace and one more cry, A "keep in touch" and a "promise I will." A "remember when" but, better still, A place in my heart, you'll always stay. This is what's said as we go our own way.

Humboldt High School's Hall Of Fame
Dr. Mary Turner Maher, Class of 1946, earns recognition in this year's Hall of Fame award. She went back for higher education at the age of 42 while still raising 5 children and working part-time. In 1986 she received her Ph. D in Educational Administration from the University of Minnesota. Turner Maher's community involvement is extensive, from School Board Member and Chairman to Human Rights Advisory Board Member. Her portrait is hung in the library along with previous award winners.
Shown above L-R, Kelly Ellerbusch, Mr. Lindberg, Dr. Mary Turner Maher, Mr. Aelts, Amanda Hageman, Thao Vang Soua, Mr. Shlukebier, & Kao Lee.

Singing his heart out, Richard tells everyone to count on him.
Playing proudly, Nicole and Je blast out the Star Spangled Banner.
Boys Tennis: Bottom row L-R Chong Moua, Kong Her, Na Thao, Yia Yang, Drew Larson. 2nd row L-R Bee Hong, Choua Moua, Dan Brown, Daryl Jorgenson, Tou Lee Lor, Je Moua. 3rd row L-R Clay Sollenberger, Miguel Villegas, Chad Johnson, Joel Hanson, Coach Ales. Co-Captains Chad Johnson, Je Moua, Tou Lee Lor, & Miguel Villegas.

"An excellent group of young tennis players! Outstanding leadership from Chad Johnson, Tou Lee Lor, Je Moua, and Miguel Villegas." - Coach Ales.

Girls Badminton: Bottom Row L-R Mai Thao, Mao Lo, Mai Lee, Minne Yang, Tshue Thao, 2nd Row L-R Tria Thao, Brenda Danner, Valerie Holland, Xia Lor, Coach Brandon Ferraro, Top Row L-R Yer Yang, Xue Thao, Assistant Coach Kean Yoeun, Estrella Arreguin, Vickie Lee, Not Pictured Elizabeth Loun and Nalie Lee

"As a coach I couldn't have been prouder of the team this year. They placed fourth in the city!" - Coach Farraro


Top: We wanted a pitcher, and Matt Hamiel provided the service. Above: Swing batta' batta', Saweeng! Below: You are outta there! Chris gets him good. Bottom: CRACK! Marcos, attempts a homerun.

Slide, Slide, Slide!
Girls Softball

This season has been up and down. The ladies have worked hard and have made great strides. I look forward to an even more successful season next year." - Coach Swan

"Attitude is a little thing that makes a big difference. You get more bees with honey then with vinegar. They are not just going to roll over like rover." - Coach Sweeney

Pitch it in for a strike Annette!

You're out o' there! Dawn Stoffel tags Como for the out.

Sliding on home Morgan scores the winning run.
"Come Out and Play"

Adapted Softball


Top: Practice, Practice, Practice! Steve loosens up for the upcoming match. Middle: Leaping over those hurdles is a tough job, but Shanda makes it look easy. Bottom: Keeping your balance so as not to fall backwards is difficult, yet Jenny does it like a pro.

Adapted Softball MH Division

| North Suburban         | 11-10  |
| Mounds View-Irondale-Roseville | 11-14 |
| South Suburban         | 12-14  |
| Anoka-Hennepin         | 14-9   |
| Buffalo                | 16-9   |
| Hopkins-Robbinsdale-Wayzata | 10-3  |
| Roosevelt-Minneapolis  | 20-1   |
| Dakota United          | 14-3   |
Golf

Boys Golf: Bottom Row L-R David Heckman, Tom Nguyen, Lanny Flaherty, Top Row L-R Coach M. Tweeton, Captain Steve Bobrowski, Sam Stevens, Keith Meloy, Steve Babcock, Evan Peters, Eric Lindberg, Richard Holland, Not Pictured Nick Molina

Girls Varsity Golf: L-R Sara Zamarippa, Rose Franssen, Captain Jolene Danner, Leandra Montez, Nicole Ly, Coach Marty Gaslin

Track & Field


Top: WHACK! Nicole Ly tees off. Middle: Line up those putts Sam! Bottom: Bang! The run for the finish begins.
Ease On Down The Road
-C. Smalls & L. Vandross

Administration
Curman L. Gaines Superintendent of Schools, Maureen Flanagan Executive Assistant Superintendent, Max E. Caskins Assistant Superintendent of Accountability Technology and Support Services, William A. Larson Assistant Superintendent Fiscal Affairs and Operations, Cy R. Yusten Assistant Superintendent Teaching and Learning
Board of Education
Chair Mary Thornton Phillips, Vice Chair Greg Filice, Clerk Gilbert de la O, Treasurer Neal Thao, Director Tom Coakos, Director Becky Montgomery, Director Al Oertwig
Humboldt Administration
Principal Steve Lindberg Assistant Principal Virginia Beam Administrative Assistant Joe LaCroix
St Paul Public Schools
Independent School District 625 360 Colborne Street
St. Paul, MN 55102
Life Yearbook
Humboldt Senior High 30 East Baker St. MN. 55107

Thanks
The Yearbook staff would also like to extend its thanks and gratitude to the following: Yasmin Garcia, Katrina Lee, Pam Bannie, Brook-Lynne Mayne, Jamie Duncan, Melinda Huerta, Anthony Minus, Monica Fuentes, and Lacey Flaherty.

Doing The Art Thing
Next year Mr. Yeager will be gone. He’s off to explore the world of art on his own. We’ll miss him, good luck Mr. Yeager.

Spring Art Show & Concert
On Thursday, May 28, the Senior High art & music departments held their annual spring show. The art show is organized by Ms. Sullivan & Mr. Yeager. Above guests visit the art show in the Panda Pangea gallery. The concert featured songs from the 50’s, organized by Mrs. Bauer, Band, Ms. Tesch Choir.

Rock 'N' Roll Baby
Final bow after the Spring Concert.

On The Campaign Trail
Senator Paul Wellstone visits Humboldt. The Senator spoke to students in Mr. Egyhazi's Social Studies Classes. Seen above: L-R Principal Mr. Lindberg, Matt Oppelt, Senator Wellstone, Nicole Ly & LTC Johnson.

Any way you dice it, pizza looks good to me.

Culinary Arts students win National "Boboli" Award
The Advanced Culinary Arts classes at Humboldt were one of the winner’s in the national "Art of Boboli School Contest." The students entered three different variations of pizza: traditional, cold fruit, and cold vegetable. Their efforts were rewarded with a $1,000 donation for the Family & Consumer Science Department, a $500 donation for a Boboli pizza party, and an Art of Boboli t-shirt for all 35 students. Shown above are some of the winning students in their Boboli t-shirts.